Recently, deep clustering, which is able to perform feature learning that favors clustering tasks via deep neural networks, has achieved remarkable performance in image clustering applications. However, the existing deep clustering algorithms generally need the number of clusters in advance, which is usually unknown in real-world tasks. In addition, the initial cluster centers in the learned feature space are generated by k-means. This only works well on spherical clusters and probably leads to unstable clustering results. In this paper, we propose a two-stage deep densitybased image clustering (DDC) framework to address these issues. The first stage is to train a deep convolutional autoencoder (CAE) to extract low-dimensional feature representations from high-dimensional image data, and then apply t-SNE to further reduce the data to a 2-dimensional space favoring density-based clustering algorithms. The second stage is to apply the developed density-based clustering technique on the 2-dimensional embedded data to automatically recognize an appropriate number of clusters with arbitrary shapes. Concretely, a number of local clusters are generated to capture the local structures of clusters, and then are merged via their density relationship to form the final clustering result. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed DDC achieves comparable or even better clustering performance than state-of-the-art deep clustering methods, even though the number of clusters is not given.
Introduction
Image clustering is one of the extensively exploited topics in computer vision and has many applications in a wide range of fields, including image retrieval [8, 40] and annotation [18] . It seeks to partition images into clusters according to a similarity measure, such that similar images are grouped in the same cluster and images which are dissimilar from each other are grouped into different clusters. A number of traditional clustering methods have been proposed in the past decades, such as partitional clustering (e.g., k-means [23] ), hierarchical clustering [17] , densitybased clustering (e.g., DBSCAN [11] , mean shift clustering [9, 28] ), distribution-based clustering (e.g., Gaussian mixture model [5] ), etc. These methods typically fail to clustering image data sets which are with high dimensionality. The main reason is that reliable similarity measures are hard to obtain in the high dimensional space.
To mitigate this issue, a normal method is to first reduce the dimensionality of data via feature selection or feature extraction techniques, and then conduct clustering in the lower dimensional space. Another way is to consider clustering and feature learning together in the clustering framework, such as Torre et al. performs k-means clustering and linear discriminant analysis jointly [34] . However, these shallow models are typically with limited representation power and thus their improvement on image clustering performance is not significant.
Recently, deep clustering methods, which perform feature learning by applying deep neural networks (DNN) and conduct clustering in the latent learned feature space, have shown impressive performance in image clustering tasks and have attracted people's increasing attentions [6, 14, 26, 33, 39, 42, 43] . Despite the huge success, most of the existing deep clustering methods actually apply a partitional clustering, e.g., k-means clustering in the latent learned feature space. This brings the following drawbacks: (1) The number of clusters must be given in advance, which is usually unknown in practical clustering tasks. ( 2) The partitional clustering techniques can only find spherical clusters and perform worse on irregular clusters or imbalanced data. ( 3) The k-means like clustering methods have randomness, probably leading to unstable clustering results.
Some methods have been proposed to estimate the number of clusters in deep clustering models [19, 30, 37] . However, these methods do not consider the local information of clusters, and do not consider that points with different densities should play different roles in density-based clustering technique. Thus, the performance of these methods is still not satisfied and two questions are normally raising: (1) How deep clustering methods effectively find appropriate number of clusters with irregular shape when the number of clusters is not known a-prior? (2) Do we really need to refine the deep neural networks with the initial cluster assignment?
In this paper, we aim to answer these two questions and propose a novel effective deep density-based clustering (DDC) method for images. Specifically, DDC first learns deep feature representation of data via a deep autoencoder. Second, t-SNE [22] is adopted to further reduce the learned features to a 2-dimensional space while preserving the pairwise similarity of data instances. Finally, we develop a novel density-based clustering method which considers both the local structures of clusters and importance of instances to generate the final clustering results.
The contributions of this work are stated as below:
• We propose a novel effective density-based technique for deep clustering which can automatically find appropriate number of image clusters with arbitrary shapes.
• DDC is with good cluster visualization and interpretability. Its properties are theoretically and empirically analyzed. Its efficiency and robustness to parameter setting are also empirically verified.
• Extensive experiments are conducted to show that DDC becomes the new state-of-the-art deep clustering method on various image clusters discovering tasks when the number of clusters is unknown.
Related work 2.1. Deep clustering
Due to the good representation ability, deep neural networks (DNN) have gained impressive achievements in various types of machine learning and computer vision applications [3, 4, 16] . Most of the DNN methods focus on supervised problems in which the label information is known. In recent several years, people pay increasing attentions to adopting DNN in unsupervised learning tasks and a number of deep clustering methods have been proposed.
One kind of deep clustering methods divide the clustering procedure into two stages, i.e., feature learning and clustering. They first perform feature learning via DNN and then apply clustering algorithms in the learned space [7, 26, 31, 33] . The other kind of deep clustering methods incorporate the abovementioned two stages into one framework. Song et al. [32] refine the autoencoder such that data representations in the learned space are close to their affiliated cluster centers. Xie et al. [39] propose deep embedded clustering (DEC) to jointly learn the cluster assignment and the feature representations. Ren et al. [27] propose semi-supervised deep embedded clustering to enhance the performance of DEC by using pairwise constraints. Yang et al. [43] and Chang et al. [6] apply convolutional neural networks (CNN) for exploring image clusters. Guo et al. [13] improve DEC with local structure preservation. Guo et al. [14] use data augmentation in the DEC framework and achieve state-of-the-art clustering performance on several image data sets.
Density-based clustering
The key advantage of density-based clustering is that the number of clusters is not needed and clusters with arbitrary shape can be found. Over the past decades, many densitybased clustering methods have been developed. DBSCAN [11] defines a cluster with points from continuous highdensity regions and treats those points in low-density regions as outliers or noises. Inspired by this popular algorithm, a lot of density-based clustering methods have been designed, such as OPTICS [2] , DENCLUE [15] , DESCRY [1] , and others [10, 12, 21, 24] . DenPeak (clustering by fast search and find of density peaks ) [29] is another immensely popular density-based clustering method, which assumes that cluster centers locate in regions with higher density and the distances among different centers should be relatively large. Some improvements of DenPeak have also been made [20, 25, 41] . These methods described above are applied in the original feature space. Thus, their performance for grouping images which are with high dimensionality is not satisfied due to the limited representation ability.
In 2018, several deep clustering methods [19, 30, 37 ] which seek to address the issue of estimating the number of clusters have been proposed, i.e., DDC-UF (deep density clustering of unconstrained faces) [19] , DCC (deep continuous clustering) [30] , and DED (deep embedding determination) [37] . However, these methods ignore the local structures in each cluster, and do not allow points to play different roles according to their densities. By contrast, the proposed DDC takes into both the local information of clusters and importance of points account and achieves significant improvements on clustering performance.
Deep density-based image clustering
This section presents the proposed deep density-based image clustering (DDC) in detail. Let
denote the image data set, where n is number of data points and D is the dimensionality. DDC aims at grouping X into an appropriate number of disjoint clusters without any prior knowledge such as the number of clusters and label information. DDC is a two-stage deep clustering model which contains two main steps, i.e., deep feature learning which nonlinearly transfers the original features to a low dimensional space, and density-based clustering which automatically recognizes an appropriate number of clusters with shapes in the latent space.
Deep feature learning
As deep clustering methods generally do, we adopt deep autoencoder to initialize the feature transformation due to its excellent representation ability. An autoencoder is consisted of two parts: the encoder h = f Θ (x) (maps each data point x to a learned representation h) and the decoder x = g Ω (h) (transfers data from the learned feature space to the original one). Here, the feature dimensionality of h is d. Θ and Ω denote the parameters of the encoder and decoder, respectively. In this paper, we use the denoising autoencoder [35] that solves the following problem:
wherex is a corrupted copy of x by adding noises, e.g., adding Gaussian noise or randomly setting a portion of input data to 0. We use the stacked autoencoder (SAE) [36] in this work, in which each layer is a denoising autoencoder trained to reconstruct the previous layer's output. For image clustering, we adopt the deep convolutional autoencoder (CAE) in the experiments, whose structure will be stated in Section 3.3.
In [14] , the data augmentation (DA) technique is used in the training process of deep autoencoder and has achieved significant improvements of clustering performance. The resulting optimization model is:
When the training of deep autoencoder (solving Eq. (1) or Eq. (2)) is finished, we observe the feature representations
. For visualization and better fitting the designed density-based clustering algorithm, we further reduce data H to a 2-dimensional space
by using t-SNE [22] which owns good preservation ability of pairwise similarities. Then, we develop a novel density-based clustering in the embedded space Z as below.
Density-based clustering
We propose a novel density-based clustering method to obtain an appropriate partition of data
in the 2-dimensional feature space when the number of clusters is unavailable.
Local clusters generation
DDC shares two fundamental definitions (i.e., ρ i and δ i of point z i ) with DenPeak [29] . Concretely, DDC defines the density of ρ i of point z i via a Gaussian kernel:
where d ij is the Euclidean distance between points z i and z j , and d c is the cutoff distance that need to be predefined. A higher value of ρ i means a higher density of point z i . δ i of point z i denotes the minimum Euclidean distance between z i and those points whose densities are larger than z i . That is,
For the point with the highest density, its ρ is set to the maximum of pairwise distances. DenPeak simply chooses several points with the highest ρ and δ values as cluster centers. Different from DenPeak, we consider those points with relatively large ρ and δ values as local cluster centers. The corresponding definition is given in Definition 1.
Definition 1. (Local cluster centers)
Those points satisfying the following condition are defined as local cluster centers:
It is easy to verify that a local cluster center z i owns the largest density in its d c -neighborhood, i.e., a circle with z i and d c as the center and radius, respectively. When all the local cluster centers are obtained, we assign each remaining point to the cluster as its nearest neighbor of higher density. Then, a set of local clusters are found and will be used to generate the final clustering. To analyze the characteristic of local cluster centers, the following two theorems are stated. Proof. We use 'proof by contradiction' method to prove the theorem. For a local cluster center z i , assume that there exists a point z j in the d c -neighborhood of z i satisfying ρ j > ρ i . Then, δ i ≤ d c holds according to Eq. (4). This actually contradicts Eq. (5) in Definition 1. Thus, the assumption is wrong and the theorem is proved.
Theorem 2. The distance of two local cluster centers with different densities is at least d c .
Proof. Suppose z i and z j are two local cluster centers with ρ i = ρ j . We assume the distance d ij < d c , then z i and z j are in the d c -neighborhoods of each other. Since z i is a local cluster center, it owns the highest density in its d cneighborhood. Thus, ρ i ≥ ρ j . z j is also a local cluster center. Similarly, we have ρ j ≥ ρ i . Thus, ρ i = ρ j . This contradicts the condition of the theorem.
Thus, the distance of two local clusters is smaller than d c only when they have the same density and Eq. (5) holds at the same time. In real tasks, this situation extremely rarely occurs. As a consequence, Theorems 1 and 2 indicate two important properties of local cluster centers: (1) Each local center is with the highest density locally. (2) The selected cluster centers are not too close to each other, preventing a huge number of cluster centers from being selected.
Merging local clusters
) are obtained, they will be merged to form the final clustering result. First, we define core and border points in Definition 2.
Definition 2. (Core and border points of a cluster)
Suppose a point z i is from local cluster C (k) , it is defined as a core point if the following condition holds:
is the average density of all the points in C (k) and n k is the number of points in C (k) . Otherwise, z i is considered as a border point.
Definition 2 indicates that whether a point is a core or border point depends on its own density and the average density of the local cluster to which this point belongs. Generally, the core points of a cluster locate in the central regions, while the border points place in the boundary of areas with lower density.
Then, we define connectivity of clusters in Definitions 3 and 4.
Definition 3. (Density directly-connectable of clusters)
A local cluster C (k) is density directly-connectable from a local cluster C (l) if:
Definition 4. (Density connectable of clusters) A local cluster C (k) is density-connectable to a local cluster
∃ a path
where cluster C j is density directly-connectable from cluster C j−1 (j = 2, . . . , m) and m is the path length. 
11: Define core and border points via Eq. (6). 12: Merge all the density connectable local clusters. 13: Return the final clustering result.
It is easy to verify that both density directly-connectable and density connectable are symmetric. Finally, all the densityconnectable local clusters are merged and the final clustering result is provided. When two local clusters are merged, the cluster center with higher density becomes the center of the new merged cluster. According to Definitions 3 and 4, two clusters are merged only when their central areas are very close to each other. This ensures the new merged cluster also has continuous high-density areas.
The pseudo-code of the proposed DDC is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Implementation
According to different optimization problems, DDC provides two specific algorithms:
(1) DDC: Use CAE and solve Eq. (1).
(2) DDC-DA: Use CAE and solve Eq. (2) in which data augmentation is adopted.
The structure of encoder layers of CAE is always set to Conv 32 represents a convolutional layer with 32 filters and a 5 × 5 kernel. The stride is always set to 2. Fc 10 denotes the full connected layer with 10 neurons. In convolutional autoencoders, all the internal layers except for the input, embedding, and output layers are activated by ReLU function. The structures of autoencoders also indicate that the dimensionality of learned representations H is 10.
Given the embedded 2-dimensional data Z, DDC has only one parameter (d c ) needed to be set. We set the value The border points detected by DDC are plotted as black points. The center of each cluster is highlighted with black ' '. Points with the same color are from the same cluster. As shown in (a), a number of points with high ρ and δ values can be considered as centers and it is hard for DenPeak to choose an appropriate number of clusters. Even it is told that 2 clusters exist, the result of DenPeak is still not satisfied, as (b) shows. By contrast, DDC first generate a relatively large number of local cluster centers and then merge them to form the final clustering result. Compared (c) with (e), we find that two clusters are typically merged if there exists core points that are from both clusters and are close to each other. It is shown in (e) that border points generally locate around the boundary of each real cluster, while core points locate in central areas. of d c according to data Z itself. Concretely, we computed as the average value of all pairwise distances in Z. Then, set d c =d×ratio. If ratio is extremely large, a small number of clusters will be found by DDC. If ratio is extremely small, a large number of clusters will be detected. However, we will empirically verify that DDC achieves stable performance in a wide range of ratio. The default value of ratio is 0.1.
Relations to exiting methods
DBSCAN [11] and DenPeak [29] are two worldwide popular density-based clustering methods. They are applied in the original feature space, while the proposed DDC works in the 2-dimensional embedded space. Besides, DB-SCAN is sensitive to the parameters and tends to merge clusters with overlapping areas [11, 28] . These shortcomings prevent its successful use in image clustering tasks.
DenPeak assumes that each cluster has only one center, leading to the following disadvantages: (1) In real applications, multiple centers/modes usually coexist in one cluster.
2 http://cs.joensuu.fi/sipu/datasets/ Thus, DenPeak typically loses information of local structures of a cluster. (2) It is difficult for DenPeak to select a suitable number of clusters because usually a number of (which is much larger than the ground-truth number of clusters) points with high ρ and δ values can be considered as candidates of cluster centers. To address these issues, DDC firstly selects all the potential cluster centers to obtain the local clusters, and then aggregates all density connectable cluster to form the final clustering result. An illustration exhibiting the different behaviors of DenPeak and DDC is given in Figs. (1) and (2) . Here, DCC is directly applied on the 2-dimensional data without using CAE and t-SNE. DenPeak follows the parameter setting described in Section 4.3.
DED [37] is a recently proposed deep clustering model that transforms the original data via DNN to a 2-dimensional feature space that favors the density-based clustering algorithm. However, DED directly applies DenPeak on the 2-dimensional data, thereby inheriting the disadvantages of DenPeak.
Experimental setup
This section describes the tested image data sets, comparing methods, parameter settings, and evaluation measures. Five popular image data sets are used to assess the performance of comparing methods.
Image data sets
The MNIST data base 3 consists of 70000 handwritten digits of 28×28 pixel size from 10 categories (digits 0-9). The MNIST-test data set only contains the test set of MNIST, with 10000 images. The USPS data set 4 is collected from handwritten digits from envelopes by the U.S. postal service. It contains 9298 grayscale images with size 16 × 16. Fashion [38] is a data set comprising 28 × 28 gray images of 70000 fashion products from 10 categories. Its test set with 10000 images are used in our experiments. The LetterA-J data set 5 is consisted of more than 500k 28 × 28 greyscale images of English letters from A to J. We randomly select 10000 images from its uncleaned subset as test set.
The summary of all data sets is shown in Table 1 . The features of each data set are scaled to [0, 1].
Evaluation measures
Clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI) are used to estimate the performance of comparing algorithms. Their values are both in [0,1]. A higher value of ACC or NMI indicates a better clustering performance.
Comparing methods
We compare the proposed DDC with both shallow clustering methods and deep ones. Shallow baselines are kmeans [23] , DBSCAN [11] , and DenPeak [29] . Deep methods based on both full connected and convolutional autoencoders are compared, including DEC (deep embedded clustering) [39] , IDEC (improved DEC with local structure preservation) [13] , DCN (deep clustering network) [42] , JULE (joint unsupervised learning for image clustering) [43] , DCC (deep continuous clustering) [30] , DED (deep embedding determination) [37] , DEC-DA (DEC with data augmentation) [14] .
Among all the comparing methods, DBSCAN, DenPeak, DCC, DED, and the proposed DCC do not need the number of clusters in advance. For all other methods, the number of clusters is set to the the ground-truth number of categories. When applying DBSCAN, the 4-th nearest neighbor distances are computed w.r.t. the entire data, and parameter Eps is set to the median of those values. The M inP ts value of DBSCAN is always set to 4. For DenPeak, the Gaussian kernel is used and d c is set such that the average number of points in d c -neighborhood is approximately 1% × n. To give DenPeak and DED an advantage, the detected number of clusters is set to the true number of classes according to the decision graph. So far, given the groundtruth number of clusters, ConvDEC-DA achieves state-ofthe-art clustering performance in image clustering [14] . We compare ConvDEC-DA and its version without using DA in our experiments.
The reported ACC and NMI values are either excerpted from the original papers, or are the average values of running the released code with corresponding suggested parameters for 10 independent trials. Table 2 gives the clustering results of comparing methods measured by ACC and NMI. In each column, the best two results are highlighted in boldface. From Table 2 we have the following observations: (1) The shallow models generally perform worse than deep clustering methods. DBSCAN works the worst mainly because it is hard to choose suitable parameters in high dimensional space. (2) Data augmentation (DA) can improve the clustering performance. Except for two methods using DA (i.e., ConvDEC-DA and DDC-DA), our DDC always achieves the highest ACC and NMI values. (3) Our DDC-DA always achieves one of the best two clustering results, even the number of clusters is not given. Even given the true number of clusters, DED still performs much worse than DDC and DDC-DA. (4) We also find that ConvDEC-DA can usually obtain a high ACC value (>0.98), but it performs worse (ACC <0.84) occasionally. This might be caused by the bad initial cluster centers provided by k-means in the learned feature space. By contrast, our DDC and DDC-DA are more stable with small standard deviations.
Results and analysis

Results on real image data
The average number of clusters detected by our DDC and DDC-DA as well as the corresponding standard deviations are given in Table 3 . From Table 3 we find that our methods can always find the correct numbers of cate- gories on MNIST-test, and USPS. On MNIST, Fashion and LetterA-J, the recognized numbers of clusters are slightly different from the true values. These indicate the capability of the proposed DDC framework of automatically recognizing reasonable numbers of clusters.
Sensitivity analysis
This section tests the sensitivity of DCC w.r.t. the parameter ratio on MNIST-test and USPS data sets. The tested range is [0.05, 0.16]. Both ACC and NMI values of DDC-DA are reported in Fig. 3 , from which we can observe that our method achieves stably excellent performance in a wide range of ratio. When applying the DDC methods in real clustering applications, the default value of ratio is recommended to be set to 0.1.
Runtime analysis
We compare our method with DEC-DA [14] because these two models use the same CAE structure and DEC-DA has been proved to be efficient compared with other existing deep clustering methods. The experiments are tested on a server with 32 GB RAM and 2 Tesla P100 GPUs. Concretely, the runtimes of our DDC-DA on MNIST-test and USPS are 737 and 583 seconds, respectively. Those of ConvDEC-DA are 798 and 436 seconds, respectively. DDC-DA needs time to estimate the density ρ and δ for each point. ConvDEC-DA needs to refine the CAE with initial cluster centers. Thus, these two methods show competitive performance in terms of efficiency.
Discussion
We also conduct experiments to directly use t-SNE to reduce the original data to the 2-dimensional space and then apply the proposed density-based clustering technique. The clustering results are much worse than our DDC methods. The main reason is that CAE can transform the original data to a lower dimensional space in which the intrinsic local structures are preserved. It is better to further reduce the lower dimensional representations to a 2-dimensional space rather than extracting from the original high dimensional data. As a consequence, DED [37] and our DDC make use of both CAE and t-SNE to obtain the 2-dimensional representations that favor the density-based clustering. Now, let us come back to the question raised in Section 1: Is it really needed to refine the deep autoencoder with the initial cluster assignment? To answer this question, we first visualize the clustering results on MNIST-test and LetterA-J in the embedded 2-dimensional space of DDC-DA in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. For data whose clusters are well separated (as shown in Fig. 4 (a) ), those centroid-based cluster- ing methods, such as ConvDEC-DA, which depends greatly on the initial selection of cluster centers, needs to refine the CAE iteratively to achieve satisfied results. By contrast, our DDC can output remarkable performance without refinement even when several clusters in the middle area have overlapped areas. For data in which many points from different categories mess together (as shown in the middle area of Fig. 5 (a) ), the refinement of ConvDEC-DA can not separate the messed points correctly, neither does our DDC. If this happens and no additional information is given, the effectiveness of refining autoencoder is not significant for both centroid-based and density-based clustering. In our opinion, one needs prior information (e.g., pairwise constraints) or knowledge transferred from related tasks to handle this situation.
Conclusion and future work
This article has introduced a novel deep density-based clustering (DDC) method for images. It is well known that for high-dimensional data such as images, it is difficult to obtain satisfied performance by applying clustering methods in the original space of image data. So in DDC, first, we use CAE with good representation ability to extract 10-dimensional features from the original data. After this, t-SNE is used to reduce the 10-dimensional data to a 2-dimensional space, which favors our density-based clustering. DDC consider both the local information of clusters and the importance of points in the clustering process.
It is empirically proved to be the new state-of-the-art deep clustering method when the number of clusters is not given. Its efficiency and robustness are also verified. An interesting future work is to exploit semi-supervised learning and transfer learning into deep density-based clustering.
